
 
  

E-Update - March 11, 2015 

 

!!Call for Poster Abstracts!! 

  
The 2015 PONL Annual Nursing Leadership Conference will be held on October 21st and 22nd at The Wyndham Hotel 
in Gettysburg, PA. 
  
We expect that you will find this leadership conference to be highly informative, thought provoking and a wonderful 
opportunity to network with colleagues. The PONL Program & Education Committee has been hard at work 
identifying cutting edge topics and informed speakers. This year's conference will once again include our popular 
poster session. 
  
We invite you to submit a poster abstract for presentation during the poster session. The PONL Annual Leadership 
Conference provides an excellent opportunity to share the exciting things that are taking place in your organization 
and/or to share your research. 
  
Check the details on the PONL website (www.ponl.net ) if you or any members of your team are considering 
submitting a poster application. There are four forms you will need to read carefully: Call for Poster Abstracts, 
Poster Application and Guidelines/Responsibilities, Biographical and Conflict of Interest Form, and the Educational 
Planning Table. Click here to access all of these forms on the new PONL website. Please note that the deadline 
for poster applications is Friday, April 24, 2015. 
 
Direct any questions you may have to Marion Burns Tuck at mbtuck@ponl.net or to Beth Kassalen at 
beth@ponl.net.  We look forward to receiving your poster application and seeing you in Gettysburg in October! 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

NWPONL Spring Conference 

"Leading Through the Storm" 

Friday, April 10, 2015 
8:00 AM-1:00 PM 

UPMC Hamot 
Heart Institute 

http://ponl.wildapricot.org/
http://ponl.wildapricot.org/Call-for-Poster-Abstracts
mailto:mbtuck@ponl.net
mailto:beth@ponl.net


120 East 2nd Street 
Erie, PA 16507 

Click here for brochure and more information 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The ONE NJ 2015 Annual Meeting & Conference  

"Challenging Times:  Leading Through Care Transitions" 

March 19 & 20, 2015 
Princeton Marriott 

Forrestal, New Jersey 

Earn 7 Contact Hours 

Click Here for more information. 

Once again, our Region 2 colleagues at the Organization of Nurse Executives of New 
Jersey (ONE NJ) have extended an invitation to PONL members to attend their 
conference at ONE NJ member rates. 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Meet Robear, a Japanese Robot Nurse with the Face of a Bear 

 
 

Japan has long been looking at how it might use robots to provide care for the elderly, and with a rapidly aging 
population, and a birth rate that continues to fall, the issue has taken on growing importance in recent years. 
 
Enter the robotic nurse. With a bear face. 
 
Developed by Japanese research institute Riken, the exquisitely named ‘Robear’ is the third prototype in six years, 
with each new version lighter and more functional. The robot’s clunky design has apparently been shaped by the 
tasks required of it. Tipping the scales at 308 pounds (140 kg), Robear is strong and agile enough to gently lift a 
patient from a bed to a wheelchair, or help them get from a sitting position to a standing one. 
 
The technology driving the robot allows it to “exert force in a gentle way,” Riken explains on its website. It can also 
move quickly and precisely, with on-board sensors ensuring it doesn’t inadvertently take down any elderly patients 
as it moves about its space. Robear improves on its predecessors by, for example, having a smaller base that makes it 
more lightweight. Stability is provided by legs that extend when lifting a patient. When retracted, the base is small 
enough to allow it to maneuver through tight spaces such as doorways. 
 
As for its cute bear face, research leader Toshiharu Mukai says, “The polar cub-like look is aimed at radiating an 
atmosphere of strength, geniality and cleanliness at the same time.” Mukai said he hopes Robear will “lead to 

http://ponl.wildapricot.org/Resources/Documents/NWPONL%202015%20Brochure.pdf
http://www.njha.com/education/education-calendar


advances in nursing care, relieving the burden on care-givers today. We intend to continue with research toward 
more practical robots capable of providing powerful yet gentle care to elderly people.” 

Source:  Trevor Mogg, digitaltrends.com, 2/26/15  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

Compassionate Nursing Care Linked to Higher HCAHPS Scores 

A framework for compassionately connecting with patients is likely to ease patients' suffering and to lift HCAHPS 
scores, clinical quality measures, and reimbursements. 

Fifty-six seconds. 

That's how long it takes to make a connection with a patient. It could be something as simple as asking about her 
family, whether she has any pets, or what she likes to do when she's not stuck in the hospital. The patient might talk 
about just one thing during those 56 seconds, but anything she says can be built upon throughout the course of her 
hospital stay. As a result, the patient feels more in control, acknowledged, and is likely to give her healthcare provider 
more information, allowing for better care. HCAHPS scores, clinical quality measures, and reimbursements are likely 
to rise. All because of a 56-second effort to make a personal connection. 

A report from consulting firm Press Ganey, "Compassionate Connected Care:  a Care Model to Reduce 
Patient Suffering," details the firm's model for connecting with patients. First and foremost, connecting with 
patients and improving care requires acknowledging that patients are, indeed, suffering. "We started talking about 
suffering a couple of years ago. The word suffering is emotional; it doesn't feel good, and certainly, as a nurse, it's a 
call to action," says Christy Dempsey, Press Ganey's CNO. "We needed to have an action to help our organizations to 
reduce suffering, and that's where Compassionate Connected Care came from. It's a framework to help to reduce 
suffering." 

Although all healthcare providers should aim to provide this kind of care, nurses have always treated the whole 
person and provided holistic care. "That's why I think this is really resonating with nursing leaders," Dempsey says. 
The Compassionate Connected Care framework includes six main themes. Within those themes are actions that 
healthcare providers can implement immediately, and others that will take more time and effort. But doing so pays 
off. Dempsey points to a nursing unit at one hospital in Missouri which saw its HCAHPS score rise from the 50% to 
90% percentile after piloting some of these tenets. 

"There are things in each one of these tenets that [providers] could do this afternoon that would improve the patient 
experience," Dempsey says. "There are things that you can do today and build from." 

They are:  

Acknowledge Suffering 
"We have to acknowledge suffering and show our patients that we care," Dempsey says. Simply doing that can 
actually reduce the suffering all by itself, she adds. 

Body Language Matters 
Nurses and other providers should sit down and make eye contact with patients while they're talking with them. 
Dempsey says doing so makes the patient perceive the interaction as longer and more meaningful—even if it's not—
than if the nurse stands in patient's doorway, for instance. That compassionate connection will have a ripple effect: 
For instance, call light frequency goes down and requests for pain meds go down. "It's actually going to save us time," 
Dempsey says. 

Anxiety is Suffering 
Dempsey says that hospitals and healthcare providers are actually "instilling anxiety" when they do things like make 

http://digitaltrends.com/
http://www.pressganey.com/goto/compassionate-connected-care
http://www.pressganey.com/goto/compassionate-connected-care


patients wait a long time to get pain medication or to see a provider in the ED. Because of this, improving patient 
flow is critical. "It's hard work," she says. "But we have to do it." 

Coordinate Care 
"There are so many touch points that a patient has to go through," Dempsey says. "For the patient, it seems like the 
left hand doesn't know what the right hand is doing." Simple things like a physician telling the patient that she has 
read the notes from the patient's nurse, talked with their physical therapist, or had a meeting with their oncologist 
lets the patient know that the people on the care team are actually talking to each other. 

Caring Transcends Diagnosis 
"Real caring goes beyond the diagnosis of the patient. The patient is not the gallbladder in 202. It's Mrs. Smith who 
misses her dog, has a family," Dempsey says. "We have to get back to taking care of the whole person, not just the 
reason that they're in the hospital." 

Autonomy Reduces Suffering 
When patients check into the hospital, their clothes are taken away and they're told when they can walk, eat, go to the 
bathroom and go home. "We take away all control," Dempsey says. Therefore any control nurses and other 
healthcare providers can give back can feel hugely significant. For instance, nurses might ask patients which arm 
they'd like blood pressure taken on, what time they'd like to take a walk, and whether they'd like to turn left or right 
out of their room when they take that walk. "I think nurses have so many competing priorities that it's very difficult 
to focus," says Dempsey. "What I see is a very task-driven approach to patient care. We've got to get past that because 
we will never achieve the kind of patient care we want to deliver… if we don't connect." 

Source:  Alexandra Wilson Pecci, HealthLeaders Media, 2/24/15 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Experts Warn 2015 could be 'Year of the Healthcare Hack' 
Security experts are warning healthcare and insurance companies that 2015 will be the "Year of the Healthcare 
Hack," as cybercriminals are increasingly attracted to troves of personal information held by U.S. insurers and 
hospitals that command high prices on the underground market. Anthem Inc, the No. 2 U.S. health insurer, last week 
disclosed a massive breach of its database containing nearly 80 million records, prompting investigations by state 
and federal authorities. That hack followed a breach last year at hospital operator Community Health Systems, which 
compromised some 4.5 million records. "People feel that this will be the year of medical industry breaches," said 
Dave Kennedy, chief executive of TrustedSEC LLC. 

In the past decade, cybercriminals focused their efforts on attacking banks and retailers to steal financial data 
including online banking credentials and payment card numbers. But as those companies boost security, using stolen 
credit card numbers has become more difficult. Their prices on criminal exchanges have also dropped, prompting 
hackers to turn to the less-secure medical sector, just as the amount of digital healthcare data is growing 
dramatically, Kennedy said. 

Stolen healthcare data can be used to fraudulently obtain medical services and prescriptions as well as to commit 
identity theft and other financial crimes, according to security experts. Criminals can also use stolen data to build 
more convincing profiles of users, boosting the success of scams. "All of these factors are making healthcare 
information more attractive to criminals," said Rob Sadowski, marketing director at RSA, the security division of 
EMC Corp. 

Monetizing Stolen Data 

RSA Executive Chairman Art Coviello recently wrote in a letter to customers that he expected well-organized 
cybercriminals to turn their attention to stealing personal information from healthcare providers. "A name, address, 
social and a medical identity ... That's incredibly easy to monetize fairly quickly," said Bob Gregg, CEO of ID Experts, 
which sells identity protection software and services. Identities can sell for $20 apiece, or more, he said. 



Insurers, medical equipment makers and other companies say they have been preparing for breaches after seeing the 
waves of attacks on other industries. Cigna Corp has looked to financial and defense companies for best practices, 
including hiring hackers to break into its systems, said Chief Executive David Cordani. Attempts to break into 
corporate systems to probe for information are a constant, he said in an interview.  

St Jude Medical Inc CEO Daniel Starks said the company increased investment in cybersecurity significantly over the 
last few years, to protect both patient data and the medical devices it manufactures. "You may see from time to time 
law enforcement briefings on nation-based (intellectual property) issues, espionage," he said. "Those are things that 
we take very seriously and have been briefed on and that we work to guard against." The FBI is investigating the 
Anthem breach alongside security experts from FireEye Inc. 

The insurers UnitedHealth Group Inc and Aetna Inc have warned investors about the risks of cyber crime in their 
annual reports since 2011. UnitedHealth has said the costs to eliminate or address the threats could be significant 
and that remediation may not be successful, resulting in lost customers. In response to the Anthem attack, 
UnitedHealth spokesman Tyler Mason said in an emailed statement: "We are in close contact with our peers in ... the 
industry cybersecurity organization, and are monitoring our systems and the situation closely." 

Aetna has cited the automated attempts to gain access to public-facing networks, denial of service attacks that seek to 
disrupt websites, attempted virus infections, phishing and efforts to infect websites with malicious content. Aetna 
spokeswoman Cynthia Michener said in a statement: "We closely follow the technical details of every breach that's 
reported to look for opportunities to continually improve our own IT security program and the health sector's 
information protection practices broadly." 

Source:  Caroline Humer and Jim Finkle, Reuters, 2/11/15 
 

Comments or questions may be directed to: 

Marion Burns Tuck, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FACHE 
Executive Director, PONL 

mbtuck@ponl.net 
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